ABSTRACT
IYER, VIJAY R. A Simulation Study of Wavelength Assignment and Reservation Policies
with Signaling Delays. (Under the direction of Professor George N. Rouskas).
This thesis studies the effect of non-negligible signaling delays on the performance
of wavelength-assignment heuristics, wavelength reservation schemes, routing schemes, holding time (average being 1/µ) of the lightpaths and traffic loads (average being λ/µ), in
second-generation optical wide area networks (WANs). A network simulator was developed
using the C++ language for this study. The simulator supports any input topology with
single or multi-fiber links, many routing schemes (static, alternate and dynamic), dynamic
traffic loads, and may be modified easily to accomodate different wavelength-assignment
policies. The signaling messages used, in our study, to establish lightpaths, follow the
Constrained-Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) semantics. The problem studied here falls under the general category of Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
Problem which has been proved to be NP-hard. Previous studies have mostly considered
static routing (with static or dynamic traffic demand), and static traffic demand (with static
or alternate routing) under zero propagation delays. A few papers in the recent past have
studied the effect of signaling delays but have been limited in scope. We study the effect
of varying holding times, compare random versus first-fit wavelength assignment policy,
compare fixed versus alternate routing, compare backward wavelength reservation schemes
to forward reservation schemes, and lastly study the effect of traffic loads. We find that, in
general, the random wavelength assignment policy performs better than first-fit policy and
that under certain conditions, alternate routing scheme performs worse than fixed routing
scheme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The demand for increased bandwidth at lower costs is driving the growth of new Internet technologies. Applications such as the world wide web (WWW) that involve transfers
of data, voice clips and video images use up the bandwidth which in turn causes investments
to increase the bandwidth made available to consumers. Newer applications making use of
this increased bandwidth came up and this cycle was going on until the recent telecom
bust. The estimates for traffic demand in the future however, show no signs of decrease.
To satisfy the enormous demand in bandwidth, enormous capacity is needed. Optical networking is one such technology that addresses this problem very well. The development of
optical networks was greatly driven by the Telecom Deregulation Act which led to many
new network service providers hoping to build their networks with the latest technology.
Optical Networks may be classified as:
1. First Generation Optical Networks: These optical networks involved replacing copper
cables by optical fibers as the medium of transmission as optical fibers had better
physical characteristics for transmission requirements than copper cables. The raw
bandwidth offered by optical fibers is huge. Hence the copper cables in core telecom
networks, which face loads more than perhaps any other networks, were first replaced
by optical fibers. The switching and processing of bits were, however, handled in the
electronic domain as before. Optical fibers were preferred for bit rates greater than 10
Mbps that were needed to be transmitted over a distance of more than a kilometer.
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Examples of first generation optical networks are SONET/SDH networks that form the
core telecom networks in North America, Europe and Asia. Other examples include
the FDDI-based enterprise networks. From a network layering point of view, the
impact of the first generation optical networks was felt primarily in the physical layer.
From hereon, there were primarily two fundamental ways of increasing the speeds
in the networks; either increase the electronic processing speeds by improved time
division multiplexing (TDM) techniques or increase the capacity by using multiple
carrier wavelengths in the fiber at the same time. The latter technique is similar
to frequency division multiplexing (FDM) techniques in radio systems and offers the
flexibility of working at the maximum state-of-the-art electronic speeds.
2. Second Generation Optical Networks: These networks were made capable to use multiple carrier wavelengths that were multiplexed onto a single fiber thus offering increased
bandwidth. The technique is called Wavelength Divison Multiplexing (WDM). The
primary improvement of second generation optical networks over their first generation counterparts from technological point of view was in incorporating the switching
and routing functionality in the optical domain and allowing for transparency of data
format, protocol and bit rates. It thus allowed for lesser electronic load on a node by
ensuring the need to terminate the traffic intended only for that node while allowing
the other traffic to cut right through the node in the optical domain. In the first generation networks, a node would have to terminate all the optical signals (irrespective of
whether they are intended for itself or not), convert them to electronic signals, process
them and then regenerate the traffic not intended for itself into optical signals and
send them on the appropriate outgoing links. The second generation optical switches
are called the Optical Cross-connects (OXCs). These switches may be configured to
switch the optical signals between any incoming port to any outgoing port. Second
generation networks were designed in a way so that the optical layer offers a lightpath
service to the layers above.
Lightpath service: Lightpaths are connections (circuits) that are set up between
two nodes. They are established by setting up a wavelength along each link in the
path from the source node to the destination node. However, the chosen wavelength
need not be the same in all links. It depends on the wavelength conversion capability
of an intermediate node along the path. When none of the nodes in the network
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have that capability, the constraint of having to choose the same wavelength along
all the links in the path is referred to as the wavelength continuity constraint. The
granularity of bandwidth made available by a lightpath service to the layers above is
in terms of a full wavelength. One wavelength can offer bandwidth to the order of a
few Gbps.

1.1

Focus and Contribution
The work presented in this thesis is based on a simulation study. It takes into

account the delay encountered by the signaling messages combined with various routing
schemes, wavelength assignment policies and wavelength reservation schemes that are used
to establish lightpaths in second-generation optical WANs. The performance measure of
interest used is blocking probability. To the best of our knowledge and belief, such work of
combined nature has not been done so far. Our results include the following:
• As the holding time of a lightpath relative to the signaling delay increases, the blocking
probability decreases for all hop lengths, other factors kept constant.
• Random wavelength assignment policy performs mostly better than first-fit assignment policy.
• Alternate routing scheme need not always perform better than fixed routing scheme.
• Between the two wavelength reservation schemes studied, the backward reservation
scheme performs better than the forward one.
• As traffic load increases, the blocking probability increases.
The main component of the signaling delay is the propagation delay. Processing
delay and queueing delay are assumed not to vary much and hence considered as factored
into the overall delay. The signaling messages simulated in this study follow the semantics
of Constrained-Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) [9], a relatively new signaling
protocol proposed by the Multiprotocol Label Switching (mpls) working group in Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). The topologies studied include 12-node ring, 5×5-torus
and NSFNET topologies. The traffic demand is not known prior to the simulation and is
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generated dynamically. More information about the simulation parameters used and how
they affect the establishment of lightpaths may be found in Chapter 2.

1.2

Organization of Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the optical

network components and their architectures. Chapter 3 explains the problem of establishing
lightpaths and contains some literature review. It includes a brief description of MultiProtocol Label Switching (MPLS), Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) and CR-LDP. Chapter
4 explains, at a high-level, the modules of the simulator that has been built for this thesis.
Chapter 5 discusses the results and trends. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses
the future work.
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Chapter 2

Optical Network Architecture
It would be useful, as a first step, to briefly describe the components and the
architecture of optical networks before describing the modeling of such a network and listing
the system parameters considered in this thesis.

2.1

Optical Network Components and Architecture
In this section, we would like to mention some of the optical components and how

they enable in supporting architectures that tend towards all-optical networks.
Point-to-point WDM Systems: A block diagram of a point-to-point WDM system
is shown in Figure 2.1. The diagram illustrates two nodes connected by a single fiber link
(assume it is a directed link for simplicity). The components involved in optical networks
are:
1. Terminal equipment (TE): It terminates the optical signal and converts it into electronic signals so that they maybe processed at the node. Each TE is connected to a
WDM transmitter that transmits a single (and typically, a fixed) wavelength.
2. Multiplexer/Demultiplexer (Mux-Demux): It is placed at the transmitting and receiving ends of the fiber link. The multiplexer helps in combining the various wavelengths
coming from the different TE’s, modulates them and put them on the fiber. The
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Multiplexing Terminal

Demultiplexing Terminal
Optical Line Amplifier

TE
TE
TE
TE

λ1

λ1

λ2

λ2

λ3

λ3

λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4

λ4

λ4

TE
TE
TE
TE

OPTICAL COMPONENTS:

TE

Terminal Equipment

WDM Transmitter

Wavelength Multiplexer/Demultiplexer

Optical Amplifier

Figure 2.1: Point to Point WDM Systems [19]

demultiplexer, at the receiving end, helps separate out the wavelengths that were
combined due to the multiplexing.
3. Optical Amplifiers: Along the fiber link, there could be optical amplifiers that could
help perform a subset or all of regenerating (boosting only the power of the signal),
reshaping (producing original pulse shape of the bit), and retiming (helping the signal
synchronize to its original bit rate) the optical signal to overcome the harmful effects
caused due to the phenomenon of attenuation, dispersion, and other non-linearities.
When done together the amplification is called as 3R. All-optical amplification performs only 1R (regeneration of signal) and differs from optoelectronic amplification
that performs either 2R (regeneration and reshaping) or 3R [5]. The amplifiers that
were developed initially mandated the need to convert the optical signals to electronic
signals in order to perform the 3R operations, and then transmit them back as optical signals. The 2R and 3R techniques are thus clearly less transparent than the 1R
technique. With the aggregate bit rate of a few channels the 2R and 3R operations
may not be practical and hence 1R amplification is the choice of future all-optical
networks.
Notice that all wavelengths are necessarily converted to electronic signals (some of the
wavelengths might be intended for the current node and hence not re-transmitted)
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Multiplexing Terminal

Demultiplexing Terminal
SWITCHES
λ1

λ2

Bar State
Cross State

Drop

Add

λΝ
Bar State

Wavelength Add/Drop Multiplexer (WADM)

Figure 2.2: Wavelength Add/Drop Multiplexer (WADM) [19]

at the node irrespective of whether the information carried on these wavelengths is
intended for that node. Thus, if wavelengths were allowed to cut through the node
without mandatory termination at each node, it would enhance the performance of the
information transfer through the network. This is facilitated by Wavelength Add/Drop
Multiplexers (WADM). They are also called as Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer (OADM)
sometimes. A WADM can be ‘inserted’ on a physical fiber link. A WADM is briefly
described below.
4. Wavelength Add/Drop Multiplexers (WADM): A typical WADM is shown in Figure 2.2
It consists of a demultiplexer that separates the wavelengths. Each separated wavelength is then sent via a 2×2 switch. The state of the 2×2 switch (bar or cross)
decides the fate of the wavelength. Typically, the bar state allows a wavelength to
continue uninterrupted thus facilitating the wavelength to cut through the node without being terminated or converted to electronic form for processing. The switch can
be configured electronically to the cross-state and this causes the signal on the corresponding wavelength to be ‘dropped’ (terminated) locally at the node. A new data
stream on the same wavelength may now be ‘added’ on the outgoing link. More than
one wavelength maybe dropped and added at a node if the node is equipped with the
necessary hardware.
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Output Fiber 4

λ4
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PASSIVE STAR

Figure 2.3: Passive Star [19]

Network of multi-wavelength links: We have seen above the components needed for a
point-to-point WDM system and how a wavelength may be allowed to cut through a node
without the need of terminating at every node which is not the destination node. The
question that comes to mind next is how a network of multi-wavelength fiber links may
be achieved and what key components are needed for the same. These components can be
broadly called as fiber interconnection devices. They fall under three categories:
1. Passive Star: The block diagram for a passive star is shown in Figure 2.3. A passive
star is essentially a broadcast device, so that the power of an input signal is split across
all the outgoing links equally and appears as the same wavelength at all outgoing ports.
Thus the number of total simultaneous connections that may be supported by a passive
star is restricted and is equal to the minimum of the two numbers viz. number of
wavelengths and the number of fiber ports. Passive stars are used to build local WDM
networks (WDM-based LANs) that generally have a star topology. Optical WANs do
not exist in star topology and hence star topologies are not of immediate interest to
us.
2. Passive router: The block diagram for a passive router is shown in Figure 2.4. A
passive router is capable of routing a wavelength on any input port to a pre-determined
output port on the same wavelength. This capability of the passive router allows for
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Figure 2.4: Passive Router [19]

spatial re-use of the wavelengths within the passive router (as opposed to passive star
where only one instance of a certain wavelength, say the blue wavelength, could be
present in the star at a given time). Thus, given N total wavelengths, and P input
and output ports, the number of simultaneous connections that could be supported
by a passive router is N P , as opposed to just min{N, P } by passive star. The predetermined routing of a wavelength on a certain input port to a specified output port
and wavelength is determined by the “routing matrix” that characterizes the passive
router. The routing matrix is fixed (“hard-wired”) and cannot be changed. Clearly
the flip side in using the passive router is that it lacks the native support for broadcast.
Thus it is primarily a unicast device and is mainly used as a mux-demux device in
optical networks.
3. Active Switch (or Optical Cross Connect, OXC): The block diagram for an active
switch is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Active Switch (OXC) [19]

An active switch has one important property that enhances its value in providing
connections to higher layers. Its routing matrix may be reconfigured electronically on
demand thus allowing for routing a wavelength incident on a certain input port to
any of the output ports. An active switch is sometimes called the Wavelength-Routing
Switch (WRS), or the Photonic-Routing Switch (PRS), or simply the Optical Crossconnect (OXC). It can be also be provided with a wavelength conversion facility that
can convert the wavelength on the input port to a different wavelength which could
then be routed to any of the output ports. This is implemented before the mux stage
of the output fiber. When the wavelength conversion facility is provided to the OXC,
it is called Wavelength Interchanging Cross-connect (WIXC) or referred to as an OXC
with wavelength-conversion capability. The flip side to such flexibility provided by the
active switch is that it must always be “powered up” and is not as fault tolerant as the
passive star and passive router are. Also, each OXC has as many internal switches
as the number of wavelengths it needs to support. Each internal switch handles a
specific wavelength from all input ports. This structure adds to the cost of the OXC
equipment as opposed to its passive counterpart. OXCs are used for building optical
WANs.
Thus using the above components, a high-level view of the wavelength-routed optical network would look like as shown in Figure 2.6. Each node represents an active switch ca-
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CORE NETWORK

− NODE (OXC)

Bi−directional Control Channel
Directed/Undirected Data Channels

− ACCESS NODE

Link from Access Node to OXC.

Figure 2.6: Wavelength Routed Network [19]

pable of routing wavelengths. The links are shown to be single-fiber links here, though
in practice they are usually multi-fiber links. In optical MANs and WANs, the OXCs are
inter-connected using fiber-links and this inter-connection forms the physical topology of
an optical network.

2.2

System Parameters
We are now in a position to list and describe the system parameters used for

modeling a network such as described in Figure 2.6. Given a physical topology (manually
input or randomly generated) the system parameters are:
1. Traffic information: The traffic matrix may be known apriori (static traffic demand) or may not be known (dynamic traffic demand). In both traffic demand types,
there are various options of traffic distribution (Poisson, Normal, Uniform etc.) to
choose from. Since establishing lightpaths is generally modeled as a circuit-switched
problem (in terms of arrival request and holding times), Poisson distribution is generally accepted as a suitable and valid traffic distribution, and is often used. Traffic
load is generally represented by the ratio of arrival rate (λ) to the service rate (µ).
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This ratio may be specified for the entire network or for each source-destination pair
or for a group of source-destination pairs. The service rate (µ) could be chosen as a
factor of the diameter of the physical topology, which is computed in terms of either
maximum number of hops or maximum round trip time (RTT) that exist between a
source-destination pair in the graph.
2. Routing scheme: Fundamentally there are two ways of routing, source routing and
hop-by-hop routing. Source routing refers to the computation of the route right at
the source and the traffic follow only that path. (The terms path and route may be
used here interchangeably). For this scheme to succeed, the source node (and hence
all nodes, as they are equally likely to be the source node) is expected to have a good
idea of the current state of the network. It works well in cases where the network is
stable and thus not too much change, such as failure of nodes and links, is expected.
Hop-by-hop routing consists of the packet finding its way to the destination based
on the information obtained from the current (visiting) node. Thus the onus is on
the visiting node to provide some information in order to direct the incoming packet.
Again, all nodes are required to have as consistent a view of the network as possible.
Since the path is ‘discovered’ by the packet as it moves along, and not computed at
the source, it is possible that two packets that have the same source-destination pair
may each find a completely different path to the destination provided they are not
subjected to a connection-based approach (example: IP routing). Source routing (CRLDP semantics) is employed in this study. Within this scheme, there are two flavors
of routing viz. Static Routing and Dynamic Routing. Dijkstra’s shortest algorithm is
typically employed to determine the shortest path in both cases. Static routing means
that the shortest path for a source-destination pair is pre-computed based on a certain
metric (hop count, for example) and is used as the path along which the signaling
messages for establishing a lightpath having the same source-destination pair is to
be routed. The number of re-attempts (in case the first attempt fails) at setting up
the lightpaths maybe set to more than one. Each re-attempt then uses a link-disjoint
pre-computed path for a given source-destination pair.
Dynamic routing, however, involves, computing the shortest paths on the fly. In this
scenario, the shortest paths between any pair of nodes need not be the same anymore.
The “link-cost” functions, based on the availability of wavelengths for example, may
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be used to determine the weights of the link. Since Dijkstra’s algorithm computes
shortest paths based on weights of links in a graph, the shortest paths for a given
pair of nodes need not be the same every time in a dynamic routing scheme as the
weights of links change with time. The number of re-attempts are generally set to one
in dynamic routing schemes as the shortest path between a source-destination pair is
not expected to change (unless discovery of link-disjoint paths is enforced every time
a new path is computed) while computing immediately after the first attempt fails,
especially in zero-delay scenarios.
3. Number of wavelengths per link (W ): Each directed link will be capable of
supporting W wavelengths at any given time and this information is an important
system parameter that affects the performance of the network.
4. Wavelength Reservation Scheme: There are fundamentally two ways of reserving
wavelengths. The first one reserves all the available wavelengths in the links and
carries this information as the signaling messages propagate forward along the route
to the destination. This is called the Forward Reservation Protocol (FRP). It is
shown in Figure 2.7. Upon reaching the destination, the destination chooses one of
the several reserved wavelengths according to a wavelength assignment policy (such
as first-fit, random etc.; more on this later in this section) and the signaling message
then releases the wavelengths other than the chosen one while traversing back to
the source node. The second way of reserving wavelengths probes the availability of
wavelengths (but does not actually reserve them) and collects that information as the
signaling messages travel forward on their way to the destination node. Once the
signaling message reaches the destination node, the destination node selects one of
the many ‘available’ wavelengths according to a wavelength assignment policy. The
signaling message then attempts to confirm this selected wavelength along each link
in the path while traversing in the reverse direction. This is called the Backward
Reservation Protocol (BRP). It is shown in Figure 2.8. The signaling messages in a
BRP scheme do not need to release any wavelengths on their return to the source
node (as in FRP scheme) for they do not hold up any resources while traversing in
the forward direction.
There are various flavors of both FRP and BRP schemes. Clearly the scheme of
reserving all avaiable wavelengths in FRP scheme or adding to the choice-list (but
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Figure 2.7: Forward Reservation Protocol(FRP) - Normal Scheme
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not reserving) in BRP scheme, as illustrated in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8, in a link
for one lightpath request would lead to decreased performance of the network because
the wavelengths reserved in one link may not be available in another link; yet their
being reserved in FRP scheme (or selected in BRP scheme) leads to no usefulness for
the establishment of the lightpath. In fact this scheme harms the chances of other
lightpaths in FRP scheme. As a result more blocking results. An acceptable variant
([18]) of this protocol is that the signaling messages reserve (or add to choice-list)
only those available wavelengths that have been reserved till the previous hop. The
diagrams shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10 illustrate this. We call this scheme as
FRP-SS (FRP Subset) and BRP-SS (BRP Subset) and will be the flavor of FRP and
BRP schemes that would be studied here.
Clearly many lightpaths competing for the same resources simultaneously may lead to
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blocking (unavailability of resources) of one or more of the lightpaths. The reasons due
to which blocking might occur differ depending on the type of wavelength reservation
scheme employed.
Blocking in FRP-SS: In this scheme, a lightpath request could get blocked due to
the non-availability of a single available wavelength in the link (that is part of the
source routed path) along which the signaling message is supposed to travel. The
non-availability of the wavelength may be due to two reasons.
• All the wavelengths are either in-use or reserved (but not in use) by other lightpaths established along that link.
• Inability to satisfy the wavelength continuity constraint due to the current state
of reservation, or the wavelengths are used up by other lightpaths along the links
of our interest.
The diagram in Figure 2.11 illustrates the above points.
Blocking in BRP-SS: The lightpath request could get blocked due to three reasons.
• All the wavelengths are used up for lightpaths established along that link. Thus
this information would get captured in the probing phase (forward direction of
signaling messages) itself.
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• Inability to satisfy the wavelength continuity constraint due to the current state
of reservation or usage of wavelengths by other lightpaths along the links of our
interest. The causes are similar to as in FRP (see Figure 2.11).
• The selected wavelength by the destination node is no longer available in one of
the links along the path, for the selected wavelength has been used in setting up
another lightpath request by the time the signaling message of interest makes its
way to the link. This scenario is more likely in non-zero delay scenarios.
The first and the last points above are illustrated by the diagram in Figure 2.12.
5. Wavelength Assignment Policy: The wavelength assignment policies that we
describe below are basically heuristics used to decide which wavelength to select among
many available wavelengths for a given lightpath request. We describe some of the
well-known heuristics.
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• First-fit: The wavelengths are ordered in a pre-determined way and the first
wavelength that is available, in that order, is chosen. This heuristic requires the
node to be only locally aware as opposed to some schemes (seen below in this
section) where global network knowledge is required to choose the wavelength.
The first-fit heuristic is simple and performs reasonably well relative to other
heuristics described below.
• Random: Out of the many wavelengths available, a wavelength is chosen randomly. Again, global network knowledge is not required of the node.
• Most-used: In this heuristic, global network knowledge is required of the node.
The node responsible for selection of the wavelength is required to find out what
wavelength is used most throughout the network. It then orders the wavelength
to be chosen in the order of most-used and selects an available wavelength according to that order. The idea is to pack the wavelength usage and increase the
utilization of certain wavelengths. Most-used heuristics perform well but they
are more complicated to implement as they require global network knowledge of
the wavelength utilization.
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Chapter 3

Establishing Lightpaths - Routing
& Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
Problem
3.1

Introduction
Establishing lightpaths involves selecting a route and choosing a wavelength along

that route. If the nodes along the route selected are incapable of converting wavelengths,
then it must be assured that a wavelength chosen for the lightpath is available on all
links along the chosen route. This is called the wavelength continuity constraint. The
problem of selecting an optimal route and a wavelength for a lightpath such that the network
throughput is maximized or minimize blocking probability is a tightly coupled problem and
has no polynomial-time analytical solutions [6]. This problem is called the RWA (Routing
and Wavelength Assignment) problem to which the reader was introduced briefly before.
Since the tightly coupled RWA problem cannot be analytically solved, it is a general practice
to de-couple the problem and try to solve the routing and wavelength assignment problems
separately. While the routing sub-problem may be optimized, the wavelength assignment
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sub-problem turns out to be NP-hard for non-trivial topologies. Thus heuristics-based
approach is adopted for wavelength assignment sub-problem and near-optimal solutions for
it are sought. The near-optimized solutions for the routing and wavelength assignment subproblems respectively may then be combined. Ofcourse, this approach need not necessarily
lead to the globally optimized solution of the original coupled RWA problem. As a result,
there are various heuristics suggested for the wavelength assignment problem and various
routing schemes used for the routing problem. The performance of such assignments coupled
with routing schemes is then studied by simulation.

3.2

Literature Review on RWA Problem
To begin with, the RWA problem can be viewed as a part of the virtual topology

design problem, which has four parts [16]. The first part wishes to determine the virtual
topology that needs to be imposed on the physical topology by specifying the lightpaths
that need to be established between source and destination nodes. Due to resource restrictions, it might not be possible to establish a lightpath between each source-destination
pair. The second and third part of the virtual topology design problem are the Routing
problem and Wavelength Assignment problem respectively. When considered together, the
Routing and Wavelength Assignment problem seeks to address the question: Given a set of
lightpaths that need to be established, what is the best way to achieve it? The “best way”
is mathematically formulated as an objective function; it could be the minimum number of
wavelengths needed to establish the given set of lightpaths or it could be to minimize the
blocking probability given a bound on the number of wavelengths (this bound is obviously
less than the minimum number of wavelengths we would have required had we assumed an
unbounded number of wavelengths were available). The last part of the virtual topology
design problem is to effectively ‘groom’ the traffic (i.e to send the packets from the source to
the destination using the virtual topology obtained so far), thereby hoping to maximize the
network utilization. The RWA problem (parts 2 and 3 of virtual topolody design problem)
is a very tightly-coupled problem.
The RWA problem is known to be NP-hard with variants of it, like the Static
Lightpath Establishment (SLE) problem where a bounded number of wavelengths need to
be assigned to the lightpaths, given the routes and lightpaths to be established, being NP-
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complete [6]. Its well understood in the academic community that there exists no optimal
polynomal time algorithm, as of today, for the RWA problem. Hence there is a need for
heuristics for both routing and wavelength assignment sub-problems.
Given the background of RWA problem as explained above, we would like to review
some of the studies done in the literature keeping the traffic demands as dynamic (i.e traffic
demands not known apriori).
Since the RWA problem is tightly coupled, sets of different combinations of routing
schemes and a wavelength assignment policies need to be determined for good performance.
Performance may be characterized by using different measures of interest. They include
blocking probability, average set-up time, utilization of links and so on. Blocking probability is often used as the performance measure as it is directly related to the revenue of
the service providers. While blocking probability may always be computed by simulation,
analytical expressions are desired. Analytical models for computing blocking probability in
all-optical networks ([2],[4]), multi-fiber WDM networks([11]), optical networks with nonPoisson traffic ([20]) have been studied in the past. Path-decomposition techniques exist
([15],[25]) to estimate the blocking probability in wavelength-routed networks.
The typical approach, as mentioned earlier, to solve the RWA problem is to decouple it and try to obtain near-optimal solutions for the routing and wavelength assignment
sub-problems and then to combine their solutions. The simplest choice is to go ahead with
Shortest Path (SP) routing scheme coupled with first-fit wavelength assignment policy which
is distributed in nature. One can also use an Alternate Shortest Path (ASP) routing scheme
with more than one pre-computed routes for each source-destination pair. The performance
of SP and ASP routing schemes have been studied in [4],[10],[8] and [14]. Clearly, static
routing schemes lead to loading the same paths with traffic over and over as time proceeds.
Thus, despite having alternate longer paths that maybe less loaded, the traffic is still routed
through these pre-computed shortest paths where the metric typically used is hop count.
Hence the idea of adaptive RWA came about. Here, the network state information is either
exchanged periodically between routers or obtained on a per-need basis by sending probing
messages. Based on this “latest” information, a route and a suitable wavelength is searched
for to make a connection for the lightpath request. Adaptive routing schemes fall under
the general category of dynamic routing. Different flavors of dynamic routing, including
adaptive routing, have been studied in [12],[13] and [7]. A review and comparison of various
wavelength-assignment policies has been done in [23] and [24] respectively.
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While the above review refers to routing and wavelength assignment schemes,
wavelength reservation schemes are an important aspect of this problem, especially when
the delay experienced by these signaling messages is no longer negligible, something which
we are interested in investigating here. A good study on various wavelength reservation
schemes has been done in [18]. We have borrowed the ideas for FRP, BRP, FRP-SS and
BRP-SS reservation schemes described earlier from [18] (although they have different names
in that work) for our study here. The work in [18] does study the effect of signaling delays
but only for the case of random wavelength assignment policy with fixed-routing scheme.
The topologies are randomly generated and do not include any regular topologies. The
focus there lies more on the effect of various wavelength reservation schemes on performance
than on the effect that a combination of routing, wavelength assignment and wavelength
reservation schemes have as we have done here in this thesis.
Past studies ([7]) contains work that takes into account the propagation delay involved in the signaling messages. However their study had randomly generated topologies
and did not include any regular or NSFNET topologies. Their focus lie more on finding a
way to characterise the cost of a link than comparing wavelength assignment policies and
reservation schemes. They sought a combination of static and dynamic metrics, such as hop
count, propagation delay, available wavelengths and total wavelengths to come up with a
cost-function for estimating the costs of a link in a dynamic scenario. [22] studied the forward and backward wavelength reservation schemes with propagation delay involved. They
used a propagation delay of 1 unit per link, an average holding time (connection duration)
ranging from 50 to 500 time units and studied mesh torus networks that ranged from a size
4×4 to 16×16 . Their paper did not explicitly indicate what wavelength assignment policy
they used. Their wording, however, seemed to suggest that the random assignment policy
was being used. Their performance measure of interest was throughput (average rate of
bits per second).

3.3

Choice of Signaling protocol used in this study
Since the subject of this thesis is to evaluate the performance of establishing light-

paths in an environment where signaling messages experience a non-negligible delay, the
first problem was one of choosing a signaling protocol whose semantics we wished to sim-
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ulate. There are two signaling protocols, standardized by IETF, whose semantics maybe
used to establish lightpaths in our simulation study. The protocols are Resource Reservation Protocol -Traffic Engineering (RSVP-TE) and Constraint-Routed Label Distribution
Protocol (CR-LDP). While the former has been extended to encompass signaling functions,
the latter was designed to be a signaling protocol from start. While the industry is divided
on which protocol will eventually win, some vendors are developing products supporting
both protocols. We choose the CR-LDP semantics here as it is forms an integral part of
the MPLS solution in IP networks.

3.3.1

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

The goal of certain telecom equipment manufacturers was to speed up the look-up times
in the router tables by tagging the incoming and outgoing packets. Meanwhile, faster
algorithms were devised to reduce the router table look-up times. However, the effort of
providing an architecture of tags, and how they may be used did not go a waste. These
ideas were instead used to support service guarantees in otherwise unreliable and best-effort
IP networks. The MPLS working group was thus established under the aegis of the IETF.
MPLS [17] is essentially an architecture that describes the functionalities that networks
need to support so that they may be used for Traffic Engineering that in turn may be used
to provide Quality of Service (QoS). MPLS become very useful for it separates the function
of routing (by assigning the packet to a forward equivalence class, FEC) and forwarding
(by Label-switching). Since the fundamental entities used to achieve the above are tags, or
labels as they are called in MPLS domain, lets take a brief look at them first.

3.3.2

Label Distribution Protocol (LDP)

A label is a short, fixed length locally significant identifier, which is used to identify a FEC.
An IP packet is assigned to a particular FEC (typically based on the packets’ network layer
destination address). Service differentiation may be introduced in the MPLS networks using
this notion of FEC. To decide the value of the labels to be given to the IP packets, the MPLS
working group came up with a Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) [1] such that the labels
are distributed to every node in a network. Since the labels are significant only locally, the
labels corresponding to the same FEC may be different in different networks and even nodes
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in the same networks. The LDP specifies the behavior of a router depending on whether it
is upstream or downstream [1]. The routers that forward packets based on labels are called
the label-switched routers (LSR). When a packet is forwarded along a set of routers using
these labels, the path formed by the set of routers is called a label-switched path (LSP).

3.3.3

Constrained-Routing Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP)

The Constrained-based Label Distribution Protocol (CR-LDP) [9] is an end-to-end signaling protocol designed for IP/MPLS networks. CR-LDP extends the original MPLS Label
Distribution Protocol (LDP) by considering constraints beyond normal routing information
and thus providing Quality of Service (QoS) and Traffic Engineering (TE) capabilities. CRLDP provides the ability to establish explicitly routed paths by allowing an ingress LSR
to pre-calculate the list of nodes that specify the route to the egress LSR. Since it uses
similar mechanisms as LDP, CR-LDP can be used for both regular IP routed LSPs and
constrained-based routed CR-LSPs. CR-LDP forms an inherent part of the MPLS protocol
suite as opposed to RSVP-TE, which has its roots in the Integrated Service (Intserv) QoS
model. The signaling requests reservation at the micro-flow level between two end stations
and is not per connection. RSVP, which is strictly a control plane protocol and used to reserve resources for sessions rather than sources, had to be extended to RSVP-TE to support
MPLS networks. Hence we use CR-LDP as it was natively designed for MPLS networks.
CR-LSP Establishment: The most important function of CR-LDP we are concerned
with is the path establishment procedure which is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and described
below.
• The ingress LSR-A computes an explicit route to LSR-D and sends its setup (called
LABEL REQUEST) message to its next computed hop, namely, LSR-B. LSR-A might
need to check for availability of resources in its outgoing link before sending it to LSRB.
• LSR-B would forward the setup message to LSR-C after performing checks as described above. Every intermediate node would check if it can support the traffic parameters included in the setup message. This continues till the setup message reaches
destination, here, LSR-D.
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• LSR-D, upon reception of the setup message will check if it can support the resources
asked for. If it can, it will send its response (called LABEL MAPPING) message
containing the chosen label (wavelength in our case) to the first node in the reverse
direction, here, LSR-C.
• The response continues to be forwarded in the reverse direction by the intermediate
LSRs’ with each capable of providing its own label (if needs be), till it reaches the
source when the lightpath is deemed established.
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Ingress LSR
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Egress LSR

E

Label−Request Message
Label−Mapping Message

Figure 3.1: Constrained-Routed Label Switched Path - Establishment (Message exchange)
CR-LSP teardown requires explicit messaging from the ingress to the egress LSR.
The downstream LSR releases the resources upon receipt of the teardown message. The
teardown procedure is not shown here.
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Chapter 4

Simulator Overview
This chapter contains high-level overview of the simulator that was developed for
the study involved in this thesis work. The simulator was developed for optical WANs and
it is capable of handling the following:
• Arbitrary input physical topologies that involve multi-fiber links.
• Static, Alternate (with maximum of 10 re-attempts) and Dynamic routing schemes.
• FRP-SS and BRP-SS wavelength reservation protocol.
• First-fit, Random, and Most-Used policies.

4.1

List of Modules and Class Hierarchy
The simulator may broadly be broken into in four ’functional’ modules.

1. Topology Constructor Module
2. Routing Module.
3. Wavelength Reservation and Assignment module.
4. Event-handling (Simulator) Module.
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Each module shall be described, in subsequent sections, using the following template:
• Functional description: This will include the functionality supported by, and the
responsibilities of the module.
• List of important functions/methods: This will include a brief description of the important input parameters to the function/method and their important output values,
in addition to describing the primary responsibility of the method. These methods
may be present in different classes. The idea behind this exercise of listing the methods
is merely to group the methods by core functionality.
The class hierarchy with some comments, if deemed necessary, will be provided
next.
1. Base Classes:
• Simu-object: This class is the parent class of the important simulation objects,
such as Node, Link and Lightpath, to be used in the simulator. This is the only
class in the simulator which is inherited from.
• Routing-Module: This class is responsible for dynamic routing, forwarding and
pre-computing static routes.
• Path: This class stores the path to be traversed by a Lightpath object.
• Wavelength-Assignment: This class is responsible for the reservation, selection
and confirmation of wavelengths.
• Simulator: This class is the main part of the Event-handling module and is
responsible for simulating the CR-LDP semantics thereby ensuring how the signaling messages behave.
• Heap: This class, implements the heap structure for the event-list. The event-list
stores pointers to objects belonging to Simu-object class (and hence its inherited
ones too) as its event-objects.
• Pair-stats: This class collects the statistics generated by individual source-destination
pairs.
• Stats-collector: This class, collects, manipulates and stores the statistics generated by Pair-stats class.
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• Wavelength: This class represents the wavelength objects (in each link).
• Random: This class generates the random number according to a specified distribution like exponential, uniform etc. The class is built such that it may be
easily modified to accomodate other distribution.
• Topology-Constructor: This class generates the physical topology representation
after parsing an input file.
2. Inherited Classes:
• Node: This class in inherited from Simu-object class. The nodes in the network
are represented as Node objects.
• Link: This class in inherited from Simu-object class. The links in the network
are represented as Link objects.
• Lightpath: This class in inherited from Simu-object class. The signaling messages
used to establish lightpaths in the network are represented as Lightpath objects,
which are instances of Lightpath class. The terms call and lightpath may be used
inter-exchangeably in our discussion.
As pointed out above, the signaling message is represented by a Lightpath object.
Important information like the path to be followed, the current node being visited etc, is
stored, updated, and accessed using this object, as the signaling message traverses from one
node to another along the path.

4.2

Topology Constructor Module

• Functional description: The Topology Constructor Module is primarily entrusted with
the responsibility of parsing an input file, reading the system parameters and information related to nodes and links, thereby storing all the input information needed
for the simulation. Using this information, it then creates the Node objects and the
Link objects and stores them in a global array. The Node class and the Link class
are provided with pointers so that an association between the links and the nodes are
established. Thus the Topology Constructor Module generates the representation of
a physical topology in the form of a global array.
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• List of important methods in this module:
1. Create-nodes() : The method takes in a string containing the input information
about the nodes and the node number that need to be assigned to the node.
The method parses the string and creates the Node object with the parameters
contained (for the node) in the string. The Topology Constructor module creates
all nodes in the graph before creating any other object.
2. Create-links() : The method takes in a input string containing the node numbers
of the two nodes that form the ends of the directed link to be created and the
delay information associated with the link. The total number of wavelengths
that a link must support is given as an input. After parsing the information
from the string, it creates the Link object with the necessary parameters passed
and makes the pointers (defined in the Link class) of the Link object point to
the ‘head’ and ‘tail’ Node (the two ends of the link) objects. The diagram in
Figure 4.1 identifies the ‘head’ and the ‘tail’ node of a link. The terms ‘head’ and
‘tail’ are used in an opposite sense to the conventional understanding of ‘head’
and ‘tail’. The ‘head node’ may be loosely interpreted as the ‘source node’ and
the ‘tail node’ as the ‘destination node’ when we look at the data flow via the
directed link.
N1

N2

HEAD NODE

TAIL NODE

Figure 4.1: Example of a directed link

3. Create-link-from-node() : This method exists in Node class. It takes in a string
and pointer to a Link object as the main inputs. The string identifies whether
the node in question is a head or a tail to the input link. There are two lists
(defined in Node class) provided to each Node object; one is a list of pointer to
links for which the node acts as a ‘head node’ and the other is a list of pointer to
links for which the node acts as a ‘tail node’. Thus, this method adds the input
pointer to the Link object to either the ‘head’ list or ‘tail’ list depending on the
value of the string. Thus this method helps a Node object to classify the links it
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is attached to, as incoming links and outgoing links.
Thus with these three methods, the important information regarding the physical
topology information is captured. There are other variables and methods in the module
that store and access the values representing the kind of traffic to be simulated, routing
scheme to be employed etc.

4.3

Routing Module

• Functional description: The Routing Module is responsible for discovering a route
given a source-destination pair (this route information is embedded as a Path object
in the signaling message represented as a Lightpath object), forwarding the signaling
message to the next node in path, storing link-disjoint paths for all source-destination
pairs in a static routing scheme and for reversing a route so that the signaling message
returns to the source node. This module also calculates the diameter of the physical
topology in two ways; one using hop count as the metric, and the other by setting
it equal to the maximum one-way delay or round-trip-time (RTT) that signaling
messages undergo while traversing the network. Thus, in the latter case, the diameter
of the network has units of time.
• List of important methods in this module:
1. Dijkstra-algo() : As the name suggests, this method implements the Dijkstra’s
algorithm to determine the shortest path from a source node to a destination
node. The metric employed is ‘link cost’, which is an attribute of a Link object
and may be updated as simulation proceeds. This method takes in a pointer to
source and destination Node objects and returns a pointer to a Path object that
contains the shortest path. The path is represented in the form of a linked-list
containing Node and Link objects that need to be visited in the forward direction.
2. Static-route() : This method computes and stores the shortest path between
all pairs of source destination pairs before the simulation begins. It takes the
number of reattempts as the input and computes that many link-disjoint paths
for every source destination pair. This method is executed in both static and
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dynamic routing schemes, as it is also useful in estimating the diameter of the
graph, either in terms of hop count or round-trip-times (RTT).
3. Route(): This method takes in the signaling message, represented by a Lightpath object, as the input and embeds the path (either statically computed or
dynamically computed) for the source destination pair that the Lightpath object
contains.
4. Forward() : This method takes in the signaling message, represented by a Lightpath object, as the input and increments the appropriate pointers within the
Lightpath object.The Lightpath object, thus, gets handled at the next Node and
Link objects contained in the Path object.
5. Route-reverse() : This method takes in the signaling message, represented by a
Lightpath object, as the input and reverses the path (source to destination OR
destination to source, depending on the situation) so that the Lightpath object
could now be forwarded in the opposite direction. This method is typically called
either at the destination node or at a node where the lightpath request fails. The
route is thus reversed allowing the Lightpath object to inform the previous nodes
in the path of the failure.
6. Calculate-and-set-diameter() : This method uses the output of the Static-Route()
method and computes the diameter of the graph (physical topology) in terms of
hop count and round-trip-time (RTT).

4.4

Wavelength Reservation and Assignment module

• Functional Description: The Wavelength Reservation and Assignment module serves
as the module that does the wavelength reservation, wavelength selection (thereby
helping the destination node make a decision), and wavelength confirmation at a particular link along the path. It is also responsible for releasing the reserved/confirmed
wavelengths (for example, when the teardown message is sent), thus making them
available, in the links that are used by different lightpaths.
• List of important methods in this module:
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1. Reserve() : This method takes in the signaling message, represented by a Lightpath object, as the input. It reserves the wavelength in the current link or
probes for availability of wavelengths in the current link depending on whether
the wavelength reservation protocol is FRP or BRP respectively. It then adds
or prunes the list of reserved or available wavelengths as the signaling message
proceeds. The list of reserved or available wavelengths is stored and updated
in the Lightpath object as the signaling message is simulated to proceed to the
destination.
2. Select-lamda() : The destination node refers to this method upon reception of the
signaling message (Lightpath object). This method then selects one wavelength
out of the many options presented in the form of a list of reserved (in case of
FRP and its variants) or available (in case of BRP and its variants) wavelengths
and updates the signaling messages.
3. Confirm() : This method seeks to confirm the usage of the selected wavelength
for the current lightpath request in question. Thus every wavelength belonging
to a link, upon confirmation, is given an ownership identification number that
belongs to the lightpath request. The wavelength in that link is then said to
be owned by that lightpath. A wavelength in a link may be owned by only
one lightpath at any given time. Thus the further manipulation of the status of
this wavelength is possible only by that Lightpath object. However, a lightpath
request may own many wavelengths in a link at the same time (e.g. more than
one wavelength in a link reserved by lightpath request in FRP schemes).
4. Release-all-lamdas() : This method, as the name suggests, releases the wavelengths in a link owned by the lightpath of interest, thus making them available
to other lightpaths. This method is typically called when a lightpath is torn
down or when a lightpath has reserved many wavelenghts in a link for itself and
needs to release all but one (the one that is selected) wavelengths in that link.

4.5

Event-Handling Module

• Functional description: The Event-handling module handles the events such as
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1. Generation of a lightpath request.
2. Arrival of a lightpath request at a certain node.
3. Teardown event of a lightpath already established.
4. Denial of a lightpath request.
5. Routing and forwarding the lightpath request to the next node in path.
This module interfaces with the Topology Constructor Module, the Routing module
and the Wavelength Reservation and Assignment module while handling an event.
The event-objects, represented by Lightpath objects, are inserted into and removed
from an event-list implemented in the form of a Heap object.
• List of important methods in this module:
1. Set-params-new-call() : This method sets the parameters, using random number
generation, for a new call (lightpath request). The parameters include the source
node, destination node and the start time. Call identification number (used
to uniquely identify a lightpath request) is increased sequentially. The choice
of source and destination node numbers may be manipulated by choosing an
appropriate distribution (e.g. Uniform distribution). This call is represented as
a Lightpath object.
2. Set-params-teardown() : This method draws a teardown time randomly and is
used to set the teardown time of the current lightpath object in question. Again,
an appropriate distribution, like the exponential, normal or uniform distribution
may be used to determine this time.
3. Check-if-dest-node() : This method returns true if the signaling message, represented by a Lightpath object, has reached the destination node.
4. Check-if-source-node() : This method returns true if the signaling message, represented by a Lightpath object, has reached the source node (upon return).
5. Process-calls() : This method is the heart of the Event-Handling module and
indeed of the entire Simulator! It implements the 2-phased signaling protocol
(CR-LDP semantics) for this study. The simulator extracts the Lightpath object
(event-object) from the event-list heap and then upon completion of handling
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of the Lightpath object, inserts it back into the heap or destroys it, if deemed
appropriate. This method handles six specific events:
(a) New-call-request: This is the first time a Lightpath object, once created, is
handled by the Event-Handling Module. A route for the lightpath request,
if it exists (if the route does not exist, the Lightpath object is destroyed), is
found by calling appropriate methods in the Routing Module. The source
node and its outgoing link are then probed to find whether at least one free
wavelength exists to support the lightpath. If it exists, the lightpath is forwarded to the next link using appropriate methods in the Routing Module.
If not a single free wavelength is available, the Lightpath object is marked
as ‘Request-denied’ and is inserted into the heap. It is then handled as indicated in the item ‘Request-denied’ described below. The list of wavelengths
to be used gets updated every time the Lightpath object visits a node in
its path. This list is determined by using appropriate methods in the Wavelength Reservation and Assignment Module. After this, the Lightpath object
is now labeled as a ‘Transit-call-request’. Upon completion of handling of
this Lightpath object, a new Lightpath object representing future lightpath
request (i.e future traffic) is then generated. Both the current and future
Lightpath objects are then inserted into the heap. The next processing time
for the current Lightpath object is set to the current time plus the delay it is
expected to experience while traversing the current outgoing link. The new
Lightpath object will have its processing time equal its start time, which
in turn is equal to the current time plus the inter-arrival time computed
according to the traffic distribution used.
(b) Transit-call-request: This event indicates that the lightpath is not being
handled for the first time in the forward direction. The availability of wavelengths is checked for and if successful, it is forwarded to the next node and
the status remains unchanged. This continues till the lightpath reaches the
destination node. Upon reaching the destination node, the status of the
Lightpath object is changed to ‘New-accepted-ack’. If, at any point in the
path, no wavelength (as per the list of wavelengths to be used) is available,
the status of the Lightpath object is changed to ‘Request-denied’. Once the
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status is set at a particular node, the Lightpath object is then inserted in
the event-list heap. Its next processing time is set to the current time plus
the delay it is expected to experience while traversing the current outgoing
link.
(c) Request-denied: This event indicates that the lightpath request has been rejected for lack of resources (e.g. no path exists, no free wavelength available
etc). If the lightpath was rejected in the forward (going towards destination
node) direction, the lightpath is then made to travel in the reverse direction
by a route reversal, towards the source node, freeing up the resources along
the way held up by that lightpath. If the lightpath was rejected in the backward (returning to the source node) direction, the message continues towards
the source direction and a copy of the Lightpath object is sent along the path
towards the destination node by implementing route reversal. The route reversals are achieved by using the appropriate methods in Routing Module.
If the rejected Lightpath object reaches the source node, the statistics are
updated and the Lightpath object destroyed in a dynamic routing scheme.
However, in case of static routing scheme with a finite number of reattempts,
instead of destroying the Lightpath object, the lightpath request is given a
new lease of life. A new path that is link-disjoint with respect to the earlier
paths is provided. The status is set to ‘New-call-request’ and the Lightpath
object inserted into the heap. The Lightpath object has its next processing
time set to current processing time plus the delay it will experience in its
current outgoing link.
(d) New-accepted-ack: This event indicates that the lightpath has reached the
destination node with at least one wavelength available for the entire path.
The destination node chooses the wavelength out of the many possible choices
according to a wavelength assignment policy. This is implemented by making appropriate calls to the methods in the Wavelength Reservation and
Assignment Module. Having selected the wavelength, the information is
stored in the Lightpath object in the form of a variable representing the
selected wavelength. The route is reversed and the Lightpath object is sent
towards the source node. The status of the lightpath object is changed to
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‘Transit-accepted-ack’ and forwarded to the first node in the reversed path
for confirmation. It is then inserted in the event-list heap. As always, the
Lightpath object has its next processing time set to current processing time
plus the delay it will experience in its current outgoing link.
(e) Transit-accepted-ack: This event implies that the Lightpath object has a
wavelength selected for it and is en route to the source node. Attempts
are made at every hop to confirm the selected wavelength and release other
wavelengths that may have been reserved for this lightpath request. Failure
to do so at any stage along the path results in the lightpath request being
rejected and the status is set to ‘Request-denied’. If the lightpath request
successfully reaches the source node, the lightpath is deemed established
on the selected wavelength and a teardown time for the lightpath drawn
randomly. The status of the lightpath is then set to ‘Teardown’ and the
Lightpath object inserted in the event-list heap. The Lightpath object has
its next processing time set to current processing time plus the teardown time
(i.e. the holding time) drawn randomly as per an appropriate distribution.
(f) Teardown: The lightpath object is made to traverse from source to destination releasing the wavelength it occupied along the way. Upon reaching the
destination, the success of the lightpath establishment is accounted for and
the Lightpath object destroyed.
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Chapter 5

Results & Discussion
Simulations were run for different routing schemes, wavelength assignment policies,
traffic loads for 5×5-torus topology shown in Figure 5.1, 12-node ring topology shown in
Figure 5.2 and NSFNET topology shown in Figure 5.3. The signaling delay, for 5×5-torus
and ring topology, in each link was assumed to be 4 units. The diameter of such a network
was thus equal to 6 and 11 respectively in terms of hop count.Clearly, the diameter of the
network also equaled 24 and 44 time units respectively. It was a measure of the maximum
signaling delay that could be faced by a signaling message in the network.
Each curve presented in the graphs that follow in this chapter is a result of 30
different runs, each with a different random seed. The values of the average holding time
(1/µ) used were 0.1, 1, and 10 times the one-way diameter (calculated in terms of delay) of
the network. Traffic load (λ/µ) values used were 0.01, 0.25, and 1.0 per source-destination
pair. The first-fit, random and most-used heuristics were the wavelength assignment policies
simulated in conjunction with the BRP-SS wavelength reservation scheme. Only the firstfit assignment policy was simulated for the FRP-SS wavelength reservation scheme. The
graphs, in the sections to follow, have names and/or values of the topology, the wavelength
reservation scheme, the wavelength assignment policy, the routing scheme, the traffic load
(for the entire network as opposed to per (s,d) pair), and the holding times indicated on
its top. The number of wavelengths (W ) used in all simulations was 10. The captions of
the figures provide additional comment if deemed necessary. Before we discuss the results,
a brief summary of the findings is presented below.
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Figure 5.1: 5×5-Torus Topology

Data Channel (Outer)
Data Channel (Inner)
Control Channel (Bi−directional)

Figure 5.2: 12-node Ring Topology
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Figure 5.3: NSFNET Topology; Approximate propagation delays are given based on distance between cities
• As the average holding time (1/µ) was increased from 0.1 to 10 times the one-way
diameter of the network, the blocking probability values fell for all hop lengths for a
given routing scheme, wavelength reservation scheme, wavelength assignment policy
and a traffic load. This trend was observed across varying traffic loads.
• The random wavelength assignment policy out-performed the first-fit policy for the
topologies studied under conditions of varying traffic loads, wavelength reservation
schemes and holding time of lightpaths relative to the signaling delays. This result is
contrary to the ones established so far but was not entirely unexpected.
• Alternate routing scheme does not necessarily perform better than fixed routing
scheme in all cases; especially when the average holding time is less than the order
of magintude of the diameter (computed in terms of signaling delay) of the network.
This was observed across the topologies we studied and was an unexpected result.
• BRP-SS scheme performs better than FRP-SS when first-fit wavelength assignment
policy is used but the difference becomes less as the traffic load decreases or as the
average holding time increases relative to the signaling delays.
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• For a given wavelength reservation scheme, wavelength reservation policy and holding
time, as the traffic load increases, the blocking probability values increase for all hop
lengths as expected.
We now look at each one of the above results in detail.

5.1

Effect of average holding time (1/µ) relative to signaling
delays
The holding time for a lightpath (with the average being 1/µ) is defined as the time

from which the lightpath gets established to the time when the teardown message is issued.
The holding time is expressed as a factor of the one-way diameter (expressed in delay terms
and hence time units) of the network. It was found that as the holding time for a lightpath
increases relative to the signaling delays, the blocking probability decreases for a given
routing scheme, a given wavelength reservation scheme, wavelength assignment policy and
traffic load. This can be justified by realising that as the holding time tends to get shorter
relative to the signaling delays, the teardown request is issued quicker thereby leading to a
dynamic situation in the network. Thus, with lower holding times relative to the signaling
delays, the state of the network changes increasingly faster and as a result more blocking
occurs. We show results only for NSFNET and 5×5-torus networks; similar tendencies were
found in ring topologies. Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the results for fixed routing while
Figure 5.6 shows similar trends for alternate routing in NSFNET topologies. Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8 show the results for 5×5-torus topologies. The graphs indicate that the trend
observed is valid across wavelength assignment policies, and reservation schemes.

5.2

Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policies
The first fit policy is known to perform better than the random wavelength assign-

ment policy ([6], [10]) when signaling delays are negligible. However with a non-negligible
amount of signaling delay, our results show the contrary; random policy performs better
than first-fit policy for short hop lengths. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 present results for
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NSFNET,BRP-SS,FF,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.4: Blocking Probability increases as average holding time (1/µ) decreases relative
to the signaling delays; FF = First Fit, Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

NSFNET,FRP-SS,FF,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.5: Blocking Probability increases as average holding time (1/µ) decreases relative
to the signaling delays; FF = First Fit, Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
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NSFNET,BRP-SS,FF,Alternate Route(2),W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.6: Blocking Probability increases as average holding time (1/µ) decreases relative
to the signaling delays; FF = First Fit, Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair, Alternate
Route with 2 pre-computed paths

5x5Torus,BRP-SS,Random,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.7: Blocking Probability increases as average holding time (1/µ) decreases relative
to the signaling delays; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
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5x5Torus,BRP-SS,MostUsed,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.8: Blocking Probability increases as average holding time (1/µ) decreases relative
to the signaling delays; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
5×5-torus networks and Figure 5.11 through Figure 5.14 for NSFNET topologies. Similar
trends are observed for ring topologies but are not shown here. It may be argued that
since the first fit policy attempts to utilize the available wavelengths based on a certain
pre-defined order, the destination nodes of two different lightpath requests traversing a
common link/links tend to select the same (if available) wavelength to set up their respective lightpaths. Thus upon return of the signaling messages to the source node (as in the
case of BRP-SS scheme), only one of the lightpath request would get established using that
wavelength and the other lightpath gets blocked because the wavelength of interest has been
occupied by the established lightpath. Random policy leads the two destination nodes, in
the above example, to spread that risk of selecting a common wavelength due to precisely
the ‘random’ nature of the policy! Thus, we notice in Figure 5.9 through Figure 5.14 that
random policies perform consistently better than their first-fit counterparts for short hop
lengths, across different traffic loads, different holding times, and routing schemes. As hop
lengths increase, the effectiveness of the random policy decreases. This is because,in random policy, the wavelengths used up are spread out leading to difficulties in satisfying the
wavelength continuity constraint for longer hop length lightpaths. Despite this, the random
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5x5Torus,BRP-SS,Random V/s FF Policies,Fixed,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.9: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme; 5×5-torus;
Fixed Routing; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
policy performs almost as good as first-fit policy for longer hop lengths. When the traffic
load (λ/µ) falls for a given holding time, the effectiveness of the random policy over the
first-fit policies become more clear as shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14

5.3

Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes
Two different routing schemes were simulated:

• Fixed (Static) routing scheme.
• Alternate routing scheme (with 2 pre-computed paths)
Intuition would lead us to believe that as the number of choices for a route increases, the
performance of any wavelength assignment policy and wavelength reservation scheme will
get better. We find, however, that this is not necessarily the case. The alternate routing
scheme was found to be performing worse than the fixed routing scheme when the holding
time was about an order of magnitude less than the diameter of the network. Figure 5.15
through Figure 5.20 indicate this for 5×5-torus and NSFNET networks. Similar trends are
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5x5Torus,BRP-SS,Random V/s FF Policies,Alt.Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.10: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme; 5×5torus; Alternate Routing; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

NSFNET,BRP-SS,Random V/s FF Policies,Fixed,W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.11: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme;
NSFNET; Fixed Routing; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
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NSFNET,BRP-SS,Random V/s FF Policies,Alternate,W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.12: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme;
NSFNET; Alternate Routing; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

NSFNET,BRP-SS,First Fit Vs Random,Fixed Route,Mu=0.1*Dia,W=10
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Figure 5.13: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme;
NSFNET; Fixed Routing; Different Traffic Loads; 1/µ = 0.1*Diameter
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NSFNET,BRP-SS,First Fit Vs Random,Fixed Route,Mu=1*Dia,W=10
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Figure 5.14: Compare Random Versus First-Fit Assignment Policy; BRP Scheme;
NSFNET; Fixed Routing; Different Traffic Loads; 1/µ = 1*Diameter
noticed for ring networks but are not shown here. The above stated result may be reasoned
out by noticing that in an alternate routing scheme, the resources (wavelengths) tend to
get reserved (without being confirmed in the forward direction, as in FRP-SS scheme)
or waiting to get released (as in BRP-SS scheme when failure notification goes back to
destination node to release the confirmed resources) in far more links and for relatively
more time with increasing dominance of signaling delays relative to the holding times.
Hence an arriving lightpath request, would find more resources unavailable on an average
and hence more blocking results. Traffic load (λ/µ) being constant, with the increase in
holding times relative to the signaling delays, the situation in the network gets increasingly
stable and the influence of signaling delays on the blocking probability diminishes. Thus,
the benefits of alternate routing begin to kick in only as the holding time increases relative
to the signaling delyas and may be seen in Figure 5.15 through Figure 5.18 where the the
curves for fixed and alternate routing schemes increasingly diverge with increase in holding
times for a given hop length. By similar argument, when traffic load increases (network
state becomes increasingly dynamic) for a given holding time, alternate routing tends to
perform worse than the fixed routing scheme for some cases. Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20
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5x5Torus,BRP-SS,FF,Alternate V/s Fixed route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.15: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for BRP scheme
with First-Fit policy; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
illustrate this for NSFNET topologies. Other trends observed in these graphs are that the
blocking probability increases with hop length and the benefits of alternate routing decreases
with increasing hop length. As a side result, comparison of Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.17
shows that the performance of first fit and most-used policies are similar, which has been
noticed in the past for situations with negligible signaling delays. It is easy to see that first
fit and most-used heuristics perform similarly because the most-used heuristic essentially
aims to utilizing certain wavelengths more than others and thus a preference of wavelengths
gets established which is similar to the pre-defined ordering of wavelengths in the first-fit
heuristic.

5.4

BRP-SS Versus FRP-SS
We compare the BRP-SS wavelength reservation scheme with the FRP-SS wave-

length reservation scheme. Like earlier results [22], the BRP-SS scheme performs better
than the FRP-SS when the first-fit assignment policy is used. The results may be justified
by observing that the BRP-SS probes the links in the forward direction without reserving
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5x5Torus,BRP-SS,Random,Alternate V/s Fixed route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.16: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for BRP scheme
with Random policy; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

5x5Torus,BRP-SS,MostUsed,Alternate v/s Fixedroute,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.17: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for BRP scheme
with Most-Used policy; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
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5x5Torus,FRP-SS,FF,Alternate V/s Fixed route,W=10,Lam/Mu=150
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Figure 5.18: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for FRP scheme
with First-fit policy; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

NSFNET,BRP-SS,FF,Alternate Vs Fixed Route,Mu=0.1*Dia
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Figure 5.19: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for BRP scheme
with First-fit policy; 1/µ = 0.1*Diameter
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NSFNET,BRP-SS,Random,Alternate Vs Fixed Route,Mu=0.1*Dia
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Figure 5.20: Compare Fixed (Static) Versus Alternate Routing Schemes for BRP scheme
with Random policy; 1/µ = 0.1*Diameter
wavelengths, while the FRP-SS does reserve the wavelengths that are available across all
the links in the path thereby ‘hoarding’ the resources for a far greater time. Hence more
blocking results in FRP-SS scheme than BRP-SS scheme. We note that the difference between the performance of the BRP-SS and FRP-SS reservation policies decreases when the
traffic load increases or when the holding times decreases relative to the signaling delays,
other variables held constant. This is because as the traffic load increases, the contribution to the blocking probability in the forward direction (source to destination) increases
in both BRP-SS and FRP-SS schemes, because more active established lightpaths (more
resources used up) are present in the network. Thus with increasing traffic, more lightpath
requests tend to get rejected right in the probing phase in a BRP-SS scheme which reduces
the relative effectiveness of a BRP-SS scheme. Also, with an increase in traffic load, the
signaling messages in a BRP-SS scheme face a greater possibility in being rejected while
returning to the source node as there is a greater number of lightpath requests trying to
establish themselves in the network. Similarly, when the holding time decreases relative
to the signaling delays, the network becomes relatively more dynamic leading to increased
blocking due to the greater discrepancy in gauging the availability of wavelengths between
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NSFNET,BRP-SS Vs FRP-SS,FF,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=60
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Figure 5.21: Compare BRP-SS scheme with FRP-SS scheme; NSFNET; First-fit policy;
Fixed Routing; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair
the probing and confirming stages in a BRP-SS scheme. This again, effectively reduces
the advantage that BRP-SS scheme has over FRP-SS scheme. The results are shown for
NSFNET and 12-node ring topologies in Figure 5.21 through Figure 5.23. Similar trends
are observed for 5×5-torus networks but are not shown here.

5.5

Effect of traffic loads(λ/µ)
Increasing traffic load is expected to lead to an increase in blocking probability

and is shown in Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. When traffic load increases, there are more
lightpath requests that arrive which compete for the same set of resources and hence blocking
increases. This is an expected and well-known result and is documented here only for
completion.
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12-node Ring,BRP-SS Vs FRP-SS,FF,Fixed Route,W=10,Lam/Mu=33
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Figure 5.22: Compare BRP-SS scheme with FRP-SS scheme; 12-node Ring; Fixed Route;
First-fit policy; Traffic load (λ/µ) = 0.25 per (S,D) pair

12-node Ring,BRP-SS Vs FRP-SS,FF,Alt. Route,W=10,1/Mu=0.1*Dia
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Figure 5.23: Compare BRP-SS scheme with FRP-SS scheme; 12-node Ring; Alternate
Route; First-fit policy; 1/µ = 0.1*Diameter
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Chapter 6

Summary & Future Work
6.1

Summary
We studied the performance of various wavelength assignment policies and wave-

length reservation techniques in wavelength-routed second-generation optical wide area networks (WANs) while taking into account the effects of signaling delays. We developed a
simulator using the C++ language to study the above as we desired to simulate the signaling protocol using the semantics of CR-LDP, a relatively new signaling protocol proposed
by the mpls working group of IETF. Although the effects of signaling delays have been
studied in the past ([18], [22]), we believe that a work, such as ours, taking into account the
combined effects of holding time relative to the signaling delays, traffic load, wavelength
assignment policy, routing scheme, and wavelength reservation scheme for both regular and
irregular topologies has not been attempted before.
We got a couple of interesting results and a few which reinforced conventional
knowledge. A couple of expected results were that blocking probability increased with increasing traffic load, and decreasing holding times. We also could show that the BRP-SS
wavelength reservation scheme performed better than the FRP-SS reservation scheme when
considered along with the first-fit wavelength assignment policy. This was observed for
various topologies, routing schemes and traffic loads. Previous study [22] indicates that
the BRP schemes in general, outperform , FRP schemes. One interesting result was that
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random wavelength assignment policy performs better (less blocking probability) than the
first-fit assignment policy and the difference in performance between the two reduces with
increasing hop length. We provided an intuitive explanation of the result. This result has
not been published anywhere yet to the best of our knowledge and belief. First-fit policy,
till now, was generally accepted to perform better than random policies because studies in
the past have generally assumed zero signaling delays. Another interesting result is that
alternative routing scheme need not always perform better than the fixed routing scheme.
We showed that when holding times are an order of magnitude lower when compared to the
diameter of the network, alternative routing scheme may actually perform worse than the
fixed routing scheme. We provided an intuitive explanation for this also. We have reasons
to believe that this result also has not been published yet.

6.2

Future Work
Our work may be extended in many ways some of which we outline. Since the

effect of non-negligible signaling delays led to some interesting results, we believe it is
perhaps worthwhile to build components for ‘ns’ simulator so that the semantics of signaling
protocols like CR-LDP or RSVP-TE can be simulated. Efforts in this direction have been
taken where the design objectives of such a simulator [3], architecture and implementation
details [21] are provided. While the simulator described therein has the ability to specify
important elements such as limited or full wavelength conversion in a node, there is no
mention of any wavelength reservation scheme or the signaling delays being incorporated in
their implementation.
Another possible area of research is to analyse this problem from an analytical
view point. While most flavors of RWA problem are analytically difficult to solve, it may be
interesting and useful to develop an approximate analytical method for the above problem.
The features of CR-LDP like pre-emption of lightpaths, the impact of full or limited
wavelength conversion at nodes, were not simulated in our study and could be a possible
area of extending this work.
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